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1.When paying by Bank Transfer, there is a requirement to send an email to customer service with 
payment details, after the order is placed successfully. 
Which two events can be used to send an email during the order placement process? (Choose two.) 
A. sales_order_payment_pay 
B. sales_model_service_auote_submit_before 
C. sales_model_service_quote_submit_success 
D. sales_order_place_after 
Answer: A,D 
 
2.Which two techniques can be used to protecta storefront POST action against Cross Site Request 
Forgery (CSRF) attacks? (Choose two.) 
A. The form sending data to that action needs to include a fornjtey parameter with a valid form key and 
the action must instantiate\Manento\Framwork\Data\ForumKey\Formkey\Validator validate it. 
B. The action needs to implement \Mgento\Framework\App\CSrfAwareActioninterface and include the 
validateForCsrf method implementing the actual protection logic. 
C. The form sending data to that action needs to include a form_key parameter with a valid form key 
which will automatically be used in a built-in CSRF validation. 
D. The action needs to implement 
\Magento\Framework\App\ActionvHttpPosTActioninterface to trigger built-in CSRF 
validation. 
Answer: B,D 
 
3.An Adobe Commerce developer has been asked to modify the PageBuilder slider content type to allow 
a new custom content type (other than slide) to be assigned as a child. The developer has already 
created the new content type called improved.slider_slide their module. They now need to create a new 
view/adminhtml/pagebuilder/content_type/slider.xml file in their module to allow the new content type to 
be a child of slider content types. 
What is the correct xml to accomplish this? 
A) 

 
B) 

 
C) 
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A. Option A 
B. Option B 
C. Option C 
Answer: A 
 
4.When creating a new payment method, the Adobe Commerce developer adds the dependency injection 
configuration for payment method facade in the modules etc\di.xml. 
What is required for the custom payment methods Value Handlers pool? 
A. A default handler must be defined. 
B. A country handler must be defined 
C. An offline payment handler must be defined. 
Answer: B 
 
5.An Adobe Commerce Developer has created a new custom block extending 
\Magento\Framework\view\Element\AbstractBlock and has set the cache_lifetime data property for the 
block so that the output gets cached. 
The block is inserted into the sidebar, and displays differing content depending on which currency is being 
used. The developer finds that the block is displaying the same content for all currencies, depending on 
which currency is viewed first after the cache has been flushed. 
How would the developer resolve this? 
A. Implement the \Magento\Framework\DataObject\ldentityinterface class, as well as a getldentities() 
method, returning the current currency code. 
B. Override the getCacheKeyinfo() function adding the current currency code to the returned array. 
C. In the constructor, add the current currency code as a cache tag using $thismetaDataCcache_tags’’, 
CURRENCY_CODE ]) . 
Answer: B 
 
 


